
Organizing an overclocking competition has always been a tedious and time-consuming 
project. The HWBOT Competition Engine (“HCE”) is packed with all kinds of features to 
host incredible competitions. The competition engine is open to everyone, so now you can 
create your own contest and compete with your friends! !
Why would you use HCE? 
The HWBOT Competition Engine allows any individual or small organization to host their 
own overclocking competition. For example, HCE makes it very easy to run overclocking 
competitions at your local LAN party, overclocking gathering or event demonstration. !
Before, competitions were limited to the exclusive club of HWBOT partners and privileged 
overclockers. But things have changed and today anyone can run their own competition. !
What type of competitions can we host? 
The HWBOT Competition Engine is very flexible. It can support several types of 
competitions. User vs. User, Teams vs. Teams, limited to specific countries or exclusive to 
specific users. !
The HCE also features useful accessibility features such as:options to either make your 
competition completely closed or fully open to the global audience of HWBOT.  !
 Password lock: make it accessible to only those that know the password 
 Public / hidden: make it featured to all HWBOT users or just for you 
 Open / private: make it open to everyone or private for VIPs !
The choice is up to you. You can customize your competitions as you please and design 
your perfect competition.  !
What features are available to free competitions? 
To make things very simple for you, we have compiled a list of the available options for 
the free competitions. Check out the list below. 
Are you feeling creative? Go ahead! Download our form and get started. 

If you have any questions regarding the HWBOT Competition Engine or interested in the 
advanced options, feel free to contact hce@hwbot.org.

! ! Design your own competition

Duration 14 days

Maximum amount of stages 3 stages

Benchmark rules HWBOT guidelines

Competition type user vs. user

Type of ranking simple point algorithm

Social media integrations yes, twitter hashtag

Public/hidden both

Competition moderator yes

Linked competitions none, single event
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